
Great Park Neighbourhood Association

Minutes of committee meeting held on 14/01/2019 @ 19:30

Great Park Community Centre

Apologies:
Paul Cross
Gemma Nesbit
Ruth Hewitt
Chris Marsden
Michael Forster

Present:
Cathy Priestley (Chair)
Steven Meldrum (Secretary)
Claudia Birtwisle
Christine Young
Sarah Maluila

Kirsty Martin (Greenside RA)

Previous minutes:
Minutes for November 2018 and September 2018 accepted as a true record of
the meetings.

Background to the formation of GPNA
Cathy gave a background of how and why we formed for the benefit of Kirsty
Martin.

Discussions.

Time was given to discuss who we are as individuals, what we can do, what
areas or interest do we have in relation to GP and what can we do for the
benefit of GPNA an GP.

Cathy – experience in management, formed EMVRA, involved with HORNETS,
concerns about service charges and how we can influence the  consortium.

Steven – founding member of BGVRA, concerns about the green spaces, the
service charge and ensuring that GP is a great place to live.

Claudia – likes to be involved to ensure that things get done. Very concerned
about vehicles speeding in the estate (safety). Background in accounts, been to
the 'data room'. Involved with obtaining ward grants.  Time can be a constraint
but still very keen to be involved.

Sarah – moved to GP in Feb 2018. Has lived in new estates before and knows
what the challenges can be.  Concerned about questions not being answered
by the consortium. Strategies are her forte.  Excellent communication skills and
marketing skills. 



Christine – founding member of BGVRA. Keen to be involved and to influence
the development.  Has lived here for  approx 6 years  now.  Very enthusiastic
about being involved with GPNA.  Time can be a constraint,  happy to be a
committee member but not a strategic role.

Kirsty – Greenside for 6 years.  Member of RA for 5 years, part of the events
team.  Greenside had very well supported social events in the past. Greenside
RA no longer organise formal events.  Feeling that they have lost focus and that
the group is in stasis.
Greenside is complete from a build point of view.
Summer 2018 AGM – vote took place and consensus is that they should remain
in existence. Their aim is to remain but to work with GPNA more.

Facebook – discussion about Facebook and the replies that people post – is
Facebook  the  place  where  we  should  be  posting  info?   All  agreed  that  we
should signpost from Facebook to our website.

Of late Greenside RA have not actively engaged with the consortium.  They did
engage in the past and did get some, but not all, answers.

At the next meeting all agreed that we need to look at the role of the officers
on the committee and how the RA will work.

Do we need to call for a special meeting to discuss the officers and their roles,
can they do it and do they want to continue?  We may need to ask for further
volunteers.

Communication plans:

Sarah has pulled info together and they are now in Dropbox (which we should
all have access to). Look at questions we need to ask each other about our
understanding of GPNA and why we exist.

Should residents bother with us?
What role do we have when the estate is complete?

Drop in meetings were cancelled because Susan Cargill had reported that she
felt threatened by residents (felt to be due to GPAG organising for residents ++
+ to attend a drop in session) They are now not engaging with constituted
RA's / NA's.  All agree that this is something that must be reinstated for the
good of the residents.
At present Sue Wannop is the person whom the consortium are sending their
information through to then be communicated to residents via Anita Lower and
Facebook.
Steven to email Susan Cargill to request that a meeting between her and Cathy
and Steven be scheduled to decide how we are to communicate in the future.

So – we need to do the following:

Sort out a 'relationship' with the consortium



Only then can we work out how we can best engage with residents.
Feeling is that GPNA would not support actions such as picketing outside the
sale offices...

Other ideas – should we organise an event such as a BBQ or a walk?  If so all
feel it should be kept informal.
Maybe have an event such as Great Park in Bloom?

Assisting residents:
If a resident has a local issue we could assist them and offer advice to them.
We cannot solve their issues for them.
We need to be very clear on what we will and will not do.

How will we handle local or cell specific issues? 
We would need to have a system of 'rating'  issues – i.e.  how much impact
would it have on he estate?

Eg: Safety issues would have a high rating as this would have a bigger impact
on the whole estate.  
We  would  however  need  to  have  a  criteria  to  enable  us  to  determine  the
impact.
We would also need to be prepared to let residents know why we would not be
able to assist them.
Sarah to move this forward.

We need to be able to say no to residents – we cannot help with anything and
everything!

Also we need someone with IT skills to assist with development of our website.

Actions :
Cathy to discuss with Sue Wannop what help we can get from her and the city
council.

Steven to email Susan Cargill to organise a meeting with Cathy, Steven and
Susan to see how we can move forward with communication.

Next meeting :

approx 4-6 weeks time. 
Steven to sort.


